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ABSTRACT

The spontaneous emission rate for the bound system charge-dyon is calculated. It is
shown that the magnetic monopole field leads to the significant increase of the rate of
radiative processes.
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As it is known there is a strong coupling problem in the quantum electrodynamical
description of the interaction between electric (e) and magnetic (g) charges. Due to charge
quantization condition we have eg ~ 1 and the interaction constant is not small. So, there
is no possibility of using perturbation theory. However, if we consider various radiative
processes in the magnetic monopole (dyon) external field by analogy with the processes
on the background field of heavy nucleus with charge Ze, the naive estimation of the
corresponding rates by replacing Za with eg gives us a2Tg ~ Tze- So, we expect that the
presence of a magnetic monopole leads to a significant increase of the rate of radiative
processes.

Let us then apply for calculation of the amplitudes of different quantum electrody-
namical processes the corresponding exact solutions of the equations for the electrically
charged particles [1] in the monopole (dyon) background field to verify this expectation,
in our case instead of the standard methods founded on the Feynman diagram techniques
which are not applicable here.

There is a simple model system consisting of a charge (e) and a dyon (g, Ze) [2], It
should be emphasised that this system is a special case of the "dyonium", i.e. a pair
of dyon (ei,gi) and dyon (e2,</2) [3]. The study of the charge-dyon atom is a simpler
problem because in this case we can suppose that an interaction with external fields in
the first order of perturbation theory takes place only with the charge (electron) e but
not dyon. On the other hand, the investigation of this system will make it possible to
describe the various interaction processes of slow monopoles with a hydrogen-like atom
which are of interest in connection with the experimental search for the magnetic charges
(see, e.g., Ref. 4).

In the present note the spontaneous emission rate in the charge-dyon system is con-
sidered in the framework of the simple relativistic approach by Barut [5].

As it was shown in Ref. 5, the probability for emission from a excited state | n > to
the ground (or less excited) state j s > is given by

\ Mn_s |2, (1)

where a = e2/47r is the fine structure constant, u> = En — E3,h = c = 1 and

| Mn_, \ = <n\a\s>, (2)

is the matrix element of the relativistic velocity operator {V_ = a; a is the standard set of
the Dirac matrices) calculated between the wave functions that correspond to initial and
final states of an electron in the dyon field. Let us consider this relativistic bound system
in more detail. It is known that corresponding Hamiltonian is [2]

H=2n + M^-—, (3)
r

where II = p — eA°, AD = 9^~^g<£ is the Dirac potential, M is the electron mass
and g_, {3 is the standard set of the Dirac matrices. The conserved angular momentum
operator corresponding to the above Hamiltonian is

J_=[rxn}-qr + ̂ <L=J + ^<r, (4)



where J_ = [r x II) — qr is the non-relativistic angular momentum operator and q = eg.
According to the analysis made by Kazama et.al. [6], the bound states of a 1/2-spin
particle in the dyon field have three types of solution:

where and fj2,Ce»^) are two-component spinors

,4>), if i > i;

(6)

and

The common eigenfunctions V}m,(0, ^) of the operators J 2 and J3

are the generalized spherical harmonics [7]:

where

x = cos#, and P^'^(x) are the standard Jacobi polynomials:

n 2"n! dxn V

The coefficients A and B in Eq.(6) are defined as:

A — „ ^ , , . ; B = - y/2j -2q

(7)

(8)

(9)



We note that radial equation corresponding to the third type of solutions does not lead
to a mathematically well defined problem [6]. For this reason we shall not discuss this
case in this section. Let us remark only that this problem can be avoided if we include
in the Hamiltonial (3) an extra-term by Kazama-Yang [6] which descrides the interaction
between anomalous magnetic moment of the electron and the magnetic field of the dyon.
On the other hand this problem does not appear if we consider the first or second type
of the solutions (5), and the electric charge of the dyon does not exceed the critical value
Q = Zce [8].

The radial equations corresponding to the wave functions (5) are [2]:

for type 1 : W& , ?r» _ t u i? sk\p (10a)

for type 2 : < ^ _ iG = _ ( M _ E __ sQ.^ (106)

where I = J{j + 1/2)2 — q2, i.e. the radial equations for type 2 coincide with the corre-
sponding equations for the first type by replacing £ with —I. These equations (10) are
precisely those radial equations describing a Dirac particle in the Coulomb field up to a
replacement I —> tt = ±(j + 1/2) [9]. So, the bound states radial functions are [10]:

where

and

(r) =

F(r) =

G(r)-.

riO'
M v

\ 4N

-•Cnj{r) \Jl + y (-Fi3(r) +

= C»i(r)^l-^ (A"J(r) + i

y + rc + 1) (2A;r)^-1(2fe)3/2e-^

(W + 0»i r(27 + i)

(11)

with

N — J^Q2 + (n -f -y)2, n — 0,1,2. . . is the radial quantum number and 1F1 is the
confluent hypergeometric function. Thus we obtain the energy spectrum:

Ek =
\

From this expression one can see that the influence of the magnetic charge on the spectrum
consists in decreasing of the energy of the Dirac particle in Coulomb field Ez'.



= EZ-Sg, (13)

where

is the correction to the hydrogen-like atom spectrum due to magnetic charge presence.
The essential difference between charge-dyon and dyonium consists in the energy

spectrum of those systems. Indeed, in the dyonium case we have just the same expression
(11) up to a replacement eQ —> e ^ + <?i<?2- However, since gig2 >̂ 1, practically for any
values of the quantum numbers the expression under the root sign will be negative. Hence
a new method is necessary, the detailed analysis of this problem has been discussed in
[11]

For definiteness let us consider the first type of the wave functions (5). In this case
the matrix element Mn_j can be written as:

*)<P2 = -t(Ri Kx - i?2 K2) (14)

where

Ri = J drFn(r)G3(r); R2 = j drF3(r)Gn(r), (15)

and

Ki = Jd9d<f>sin K.2 =

The angular integration can be done by using well known properties of the generalized
spherical harmonics [12]:

and

Thus, after rather tedious but simple calculations we obtain the following expressions
for the non-zero components of K_^

1. if;' = j ; m' = m:

= 0; Ku-^^r (16a);

2. if j ' = j ; m' = m i l :

Q\/(j T m)(j ±771

3. if j ' = j + 1, m' = m:



= K\y = K\z = 0; (16c)

4. if/ = ; + 1, m' = m ± l :

= ± 2j + 2? + 1 - ^2j - 2? +

Kly = iKlx;

and for K_2 ' n analogous way:
1. Mj' = j ; m! = m:

K2x = K2y = 0;

2. if j ' - j ; m' = m± 1:

(17a)

3. if/ = j + 1, m' = m:

4. if;' = j + 1, m' = m ± 1:

= 0;

(176)

(17c)

(j±m+l)(j±m
- 2?

x ^ 2 7 + 2 ^ + 3 + y/2j -2q + 3J; /^2y = iK2x; K2z = 0.

Thus, corresponding matrix elements are non zero only if the selection rules are valid:

A; = ±1,0; Am = ±1,0,

which are naturally correspond to the known selection rules for the dipole radiation in
the non-relativistic charge-dyon system [13].

Let us calculate now the radial integrals (15). Using the wave functions (5), (11) we
have:

= JdrFn(r)G,(r) = ̂ ( l + ^ ) (l - ^)Un]Un,r{-h - h + h (18a)

and

R» = JdrGn(r)Fs(r) = Ml - ^ ) (l + %VmV«'i'{-h + h - h + h)- (186)



It is easy to calculate the integrals /, if we use the polynomial representation of the
confluent hypergeometric function:

1F1[-n,a]z) = ±t^?j, where (a). = Q£+l) ; (a)o = 0.

Then we obtain:

/, = I™ drr2F?(r)F?r{v){2kry-l{2k'ry'-le-{k+k')T = (19a)
Jo

'r-1(2fcV)^-1e-^+^)r
1F1(l - n ' ,27 ' + 1; 2k'r)1Fl(l - n ,27 + l;2*r) =nri

Jo

nn> ^ ^ v ^ ^ / + ky+\7^ ^ + ̂  + 7

/2 = /"°° rirr2F1
nj(r)F2

nV(r)(2^r)^-1(2JS;'r)V-1
e- ( i+i ' ) r = (196)

Jo

n(N'+£') r'dr
Jo

h = r drr2F^(r)F^l(r)(2kry-l(2k'ry'~1e^k+k')T = (19c)
Jo

H drr\2kry-\2k'ry'-1e-(k+k^1F,(l-n',21' + l;2k'r)1Fl(--n,2-f + l-,
Jo

n,n'-l (l>yW+s'-1('?k)']!+*-1

AN +1) EQ ^'-^JfJ+ky};J+y+1 r(s> + s + 7 + y +1);
74= rdrr>F?(r)FZ'>'\

Jo

'>1F1{~n',2y'+l;2k'r)1Fl(-n,27+l;2kr)

r(,' + , + 7 + 7' + 1),

where
( - l ) » n ( n - l ) . . . ( n - J + l ) ,

•^-rna — F77; TT1 77T T"?; i d I l u

When Eqs.(16)-(19) are put back into (14) we obtain the solution of the problem of
the decay rate of level n to level s in the charge-dyon atom. The total decay rate of the
nth dyogen level can be calculate as

IV, = | o £ uns £ UtKl + RlKt - 2RiR2(KiK2)) (20)

where the sum goes over all quantum numbers of the states | s > that are lower of the
initial state | n > as well as over the angular momentum projections m, m'.

6



As a simple example let us calculate the spontaneous emission amplitude of the state
| n > with quantum numbers j = l , n= l , to state | s > with quantum numbers j = l , n=0,
and confine ourselves to a minimal value q = 1/2 in conformity with the Dirac charge
quantization. Let us note that this transition violates the space parity if magnetic charge
is a scalar [14] and is strictly forbidden in the usual hydrogen atom case. In our case Eqs.
(16),(17) becomes:

q

Thus,

ri,i_i,o = \\aJR, - R2) . (22)

Then, after calculation of the radial integrals, using Eq.(19), we have:

and

where N = y/'S + 2 7 , N' = >fi, 7 = ^ 2 - e2g2 , and

M V ^ 7 JV ' M \ N'2 ) N1'
Taking 7 w JV' = y/2, gives JV + iV' w 27 + 1; iV sa y/2 + 1; N - N'm 1, and

M ~ 2 ^ ' M "M ~ 2 ^ ' M " 4

Thus, we have Rx « 0, i?2 w ^ , and w ss C2Me2Q2 with some numerical constants
Ci « 1,63, C2 wO,16.

So, we get for the decay rate (22) an estimation:

r u _ ^ 0 = O ^ , where constant Cft;3,7 10"2. )

The corresponding spontaneous emission rate in the case of the hydrogen atom is
known [5] to be:

r ^ i s ~ C'Ma(e2Q2)2, where C w (2/3)8,

and we have Q2ri ii_i io — ^2P~+\Si ie- ^ne magnetic monopole field on the hydrogen-like
atom indeed leads to an essential increase of the spontaneous emission rate as it fol-
lows from the naive estimation. Thus, the investigation of the radiative processes might
be interesting in connection with the searches of the indirect evidences of the magnetic



monopoles.
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